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A step up for Reeve!
 
 
Nina Moeller's staircase, one of the highlights of our year!
 

 

We are always lead by designers needs and every so often a
designer comes along and surprises us.

Nina Moeller from Nina Moeller Furniture & Interiors has created
an outstanding interior with an attention to detail which would
make any designer or cabinet maker jealous, a real stairway to
heaven, for us!

This 90 sqm residential refurbishment project in
Kensington, London was specified with Oak Classic, 190mm,
White Oiled.

Nina's brief from her client was to connect the ground floor with
the basement to create a free flowing and connected space
without changing the existing white painted floor upstairs.
She selected a White Oiled Oak to create a light and positive
ambiance in the basement floor. She was specifically drawn to
our products because of the natural non glossy feel that our
boards have.

Table: Nina Moeller
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All photography by Richard Gooding

The Studio of Nina Moeller is based in Richmond. Nina
originally trained as a furniture designer, moving into interiors
after working with several clients who wanted furniture designed
by her but didn't have the right settings for them to live in.
She works with a hand selected team of architects, builders
and project managers; focusing on residential properties but has
experience in hospitality and leisure.

Her next design is for a house in SW16, in this project she has
specified Classic Oak, 190mm with an Oyster finish. The project
is a loft conversion in a Victorian property which extends the
existing kitchen and creates a new reception and dining room.

To order a sample of Oak Classic with a White Oiled finish
please click here.

To order a sample of Oak with an Oyster finish please click here.
 

Take advantage of
our VIP code:13795

Fast track the registration and
entry into the show and access
the VIP lounge with
refreshments and free wifi!

Register and join us…
just click on the 100% Design

Stand E220
17-20 September 2014
Earls Court, London

Drop into our stand and take a
look at some of the new items
we have have to offer..
 

We're also at Decorex!
Click here to register.

Stand G13
21-24 September
Syon Park, London

Decorex is situated in the
grounds of the sensational
Syon Park in West London.
 

View more info
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